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Abstract
We propose an approach to constrain the reconstruction of com-
plex surfaces to dierential information. Both linear structures
such as crest lines or scalar elds such as curvature values can
be used to generate a reconstruction of the surface which is con-
sistent with the dierential properties. This method improves
the accuracy of the reconstruction around the discontinuities
and increases the compactness of the surface representation.
1 Introduction
3D reconstruction from a pair or a sequence of
stereoscopic images is a major issue in many computer
vision tasks and is a crucial step in many applications
such as teledetection, interaction with virtual worlds,
object recognition or data transmission. However, one
of the keypoints of a reconstruction algorithm is its
ability to deal with discontinuitites. Several studies
have already been carried out in order to cope with the
discontinuities. For instance, [7] presents a method to
generate a depth map which preserves the depth dis-
continuities. Some authors, like [12], propose some
algorithms to reconstruct some specic shapes, like
ellipsoids. These methods, though powerful, are very
limitative on the kind of objects we want to deal with.
On the other hand, \blind" algorithms, like the one
presented in [9], will perform nicely on the overall
surface and produce a reconstruction which both ts
to the data and respects some smoothing constraints,
but will fail in accurately reconstructing the neigh-
borhhood of a discontinuity.
[8] shows that, in the case of terrain reconstruction,
imposing some constraints on the models (whether
surfaces or linear structures) one wants to optimize
can both improve the accuracy of the reconstruction
and ensure the mutual consistency of the models.
In this work, we are focusing on non polyhedral ob-
jects, so that the discontinuities we are dealing with
are linked to dierential properties of order 2 or 3.
Our purpose is to nd a general method to reconstruct
with a good precision the areas around discontinuities,
that we assume to be the regions of interest of the sur-
face, since they contain some signicant information
which can be eciently used for registration or recog-
nition purposes. We basically want our method to be
rather independent of the object we want to recon-
struct. However, we allow a certain degree of interac-
tivity, i.e. the user can choose, among all the regions
of interest that the system has found according to dif-
ferential properties, some areas that he assumes to be
more relevant. For instance, in case we want to rene
the reconstruction around linear structures like crest
lines, the user can specify some constraints related to
the number, the length or the orientation of the lines.
Therefore, our approach lies between blind vision al-
gorithms and model-based methods.
Our general framework is a reconstruction scheme
based on deformable models as presented in [9], in
which we incorporate dierential infomation to guide
the reconstruction.
Section 2 recalls the snake-like optimization process,
investigated by [10] and [5] among others, that iter-
atively modies the mesh in order to minimize an
objective function. A nite dierence version and a
nite element version of this algorithm are both im-
plemented to enable us to deal with both regular and
irregular meshes.
Section 3 recalls the computation of dierential prop-
erties on triangulated meshes and proposes a way to
automatically extract crest lines on those meshes.
Section 4 presents two dierent ways of taking into ac-
count the dierential properties of the surface in the
reconstruction process.
In case we can accurately extract some crest lines on
the surface, we use this structural information to guide
the reconstruction, improve its accuracy and produce
a more compact representation of the surface which re-
ects its dierential properties, since more facets are
generated in high curvature-areas and few facets in
at areas.
In case the crest line extraction is not completely sat-
isfactory, we use the curvature eld to constrain the
reconstruction. Both methods generate a new mesh
which is optimized using stereo and regularization con-
straints.
We show some experimental results of surface recon-
struction using both methods, from terrain and face
images.
2 Surface reconstruction using de-
formable models
We recover a model shape by minimizing an ob-
jective function E(S) that embodies the image-based
information. It is the sum of a stereo term and a
shape-from-shading term [9]. In this paper, however,
we only consider the stereo term, which is very appro-
priate to highly-textured images like terrain images.
On the other hand, the shape-from-shading term is
most useful when dealing with areas with constant or
slowly varying albedo.
Since we are dealing with calibrated stereo pairs, we
can compute the stereo term by comparing the inten-
sities of the projections in each image of some points
regularly sampled on a facet of the mesh. Thus, op-
timizing the mesh with respect to the stereo energy
tends to minimize this term.
In all cases, E(S) typically is a highly nonconvex
function, and therefore dicult to optimize. However,
it can eectively be minimized [10] by :
 introducing a quadratic regularization term E
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In practice,  is computed automatically at the start
of the optimization procedure so that a prespecied
average vertex motion amplitude is achieved. The op-
timization proceeds as long as the total energy de-
creases. When it increases, the algorithm backtracks
and increases , thereby decreasing the step size. In
eect, this optimization method performs implicit Eu-
ler steps with respect to the regularization term [10]
and is therefore more eective at propagating smooth-
ness constraints across the surface than an explicit
method such as conjugate gradient.
In this work, we have to deal with arbitrary tri-
angulations, i.e. they can be regular and hexagonal
(each vertex but the boundary ones has exactly six
neighbors) or not. Using regular triangulations can be
viewed as a limitative constraint but its advantage lies
in the fact that it enables us to use a nite-dierence
based optimization scheme which is rather easy to im-
plement and fast in terms of computation time and
convergence properties.
In such a case, the stiness matrix K is dened by
identifying E
D
with the equations :
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) are the 3D coordinate of vertex i, and
(i; k) denotes the k   th neighbor of vertex i, if the g
neighbors of i are ordered clockwise.
In case we deal with irregular triangulations (where
each vertex can have an arbitrary number of neigh-
bors), we have to implement a nite element version
of the discretization of the surface and dene a new
regularization term for the optimization process.
Basically, the regularization energy term becomes
[15] :
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where (u; v) ! z(u; v) is a parameterization of the
surface. Here, the parameterization is (x; y)! z(x; y)
where (x; y; z) are the Cartesian coordinates of a ver-
tex in the 3D space. If we want to deal with self-
occluding objects and produce fully 3D reconstruc-
tions, we have to change the parametrization into a
cylindric (z(r; )) or spheric one (z(r; ; )). A new
stiness matrix K is computed according to equation
4, and the optimization is performed again.
Another interest of the nite element method is the
approximation of the surface z(x; y) by a polynomial
function (here of order 5). This analytical expression
of the surface can be of great interest for a further
modeling of the surface into a set of analytical patches
(quadrics, cubics or splines as already investigated in
[2] for instance).
We now show the result of this optimization pro-
cess on terrain images (gure 1). In fact, we apply
a hierarchical approach : we generate the depth map
by a standard correlation algorithm, and triangulate
the depth map in order to produce a coarse initial
mesh(gure 2a). The initial mesh has to be rather
close to the real surface, so that the surface optimiza-
tion algorithm can perform well. The optimization of
the initial mesh is performed with small images (typ-
ically, one edge of the mesh corresponds to ve pixels
of the images) and a rather high degree of smoothing.
The result of this rst optimization is rened and reop-
timized using higher resolution images and a smaller
degree of smoothing(gure 2b).
Figure 1: A pair of aerial images of a terrain
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: The triangulation of the depth map pro-
viding the initialization of the optimization process
(a) and the result of the optimization using a regular
mesh (b)
3 Recovering dierential properties on
triangulated meshes
3.1 Purpose
One drawback of this optimization process is that
the same degree of smoothing is applied to the whole
surface, not discriminating at areas rom curved ones.
One way of circumventing that problem is to selec-
tively rene the mesh in areas of interest. For instance,
in the previous example, we may need more accuracy,
i.e. more facets, in the neighborhood of the central
ridge. In many cases, the regions of interest corre-
spond to signicant features from the point of view
of dierential geometry, like ridges, river beds, valleys
in case of terrains, or orbits, nose ridges in case of
faces. Of course, a user may want to specify by him-
self these areas, drawing a line or selecting a region on
the surface. But an automatic detection of regions of
interest can be more accurate and less strenuous than
a manual one.
3.2 Curvature estimation
This problem thus amounts to recovering the dif-
ferential properties of order 2 or 3 on a triangulation,
which is not straightforward, since it is a piecewise
planar approximation of the surface. This has already
been thoroughly studied ([3],...). Here , we chose to
compute the curvature eld at each vertex of the mesh
by tting a quadric to the neighborhood of this ver-
tex with a least-square method using the points of the
neighborhood and the normals to the surface at these
points([13]). The size of the neighborhood used for
quadric-tting is an important parameter of the crest
line extraction program. Increasing the neighborhood
is equivalent to further smoothing the surface. We
compute the rst and the second fundamental forms
attached to that quadric.
In the quadric-tting approximation, the altitude z of
vertex V (x; y; z) is expressed as a function z(x; y) of
the x and y coordinates such that
z(x; y) = ax
2
+ bxy + cy
2
+ dx+ ey + f
The tangent plane to the surface at point V =
(x; y; z(x; y)) is dened by the two vectors ~v
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3.3 Crest line extraction
An accurate crest line extraction requires the com-
putation of dierential properties of order 3, since a
crest line is dened as the set of zero-crossings of the
derivative of the maximum curvature in the maximum
curvature direction [14]. If k
1
and
~
t
1
denote respec-
tively the maximum curvature and the maximum cur-
vature direction, a crest point is thus dened by the
equation :
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where < :; : > denotes the inner product and
~
r is
the gradient operator. The extraction of the zero-
crossings of dk
1
is performed using a tracking algo-
rithm inspired by the Marching Lines algorithm [16].
Among the neighbors of vertex V , we choose the ver-
tex V
1
which maximizes <
  !
V V
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>. Then, we es-
timate the derivative of the maximum curvature in
the maximum curvature direction by nite dierences,
and set:
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On each facet F of the mesh, we apply the following
algorithm :
 for each vertex V of F , determine the sign of the
derivative dk
1
(V ).
 if, for two neighbors V
1
and V
2
, dk
1
(V
1
):dk
1
(V
2
) <
0, there is a crest point on the edge (V
1
V
2
). In-
terpolate linearly dk
1
along the edge (V
1
V
2
)
and nd the location of the zero-crossing of dk
1
.
 another zero-crossing must appear on one of the
two other edges of the facet. Locate it on the
appropriate edge.
 draw a segment across the facet.
By applying this scheme to all the facets of the mesh,
we can draw lines on the triangulation which are guar-
anteed to be continuous.
Figure 3 shows the tracking of the crest points over
three facets. The + and - signs on the vertices indi-
cate the signs of dk
1
.
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Figure 3: The zero-crossing extraction algorithm
4 Guiding the reconstruction with dif-
ferential properties
4.1 Using crest lines to constrain the re-
construction
The next step is to use the information we have
extracted on the mesh to derive a more accurate de-
scription of the surface in the areas where the dier-
ential information is meaningful, i.e in the river beds,
the valleys, on the crests, etc...in the case of terrain
models, or on orbits, or the nose ridge in the case of
faces.
[4] presents a way of constraining the reconstruction
of a polyhedral surface model from a range image to
the surface characteristics extracted from the data.
In our approach, we want to deal with arbitrary com-
plex surfaces and combine the dierential constraints
and the optimization process previously decribed.
[11] proposes a method that deforms the mesh accord-
ing to the crest lines by moving the vertices so that
the edges of the mesh coincide with the crest line. The
new mesh in then reoptimized using the image infor-
mation and the regularization constraint.
Increasing the level of renement in the regions of in-
terest would tend to achieve both purposes that we
have dened : more accuracy around the discontinu-
ities and a more compact representation of the surface,
guided by the dierential properties.
In case we are able to detect rather accurately a cer-
tain number of crest lines on the surface, we can di-
rectly use this structural information to govern our
reconstruction.
Here, we propose the following algorithm :
 start from an initial mesh obtained by triangulat-
ing a depth map.
 optimize this regular mesh using a nite dierence
version of the algorithm of section 2.
 extract some crest lines on the optimized mesh
(either automatically or manually). These lines
will generate new points on the edges.
 generate a new mesh including these new points
with smaller facets around the crest lines.
 optimize the new mesh using a nite element im-
plementation of the algorithm of Section 2.
 restart the process with the new mesh.
Incorporating the dierential information in the re-
construction process ensures that the model ts to the
data (through the stereo term) and is consistent with
the geometrical features of the surface.
We detect the crest lines on the optimized mesh
and select the ones we want to keep (according to cri-
teria based on length, orientation, number,...). Fig-
ure 4 shows all the lines of zero-crossings all over the
mesh. Figure 5a shows the remaining crest lines after
a thresholding on the value of the maximum curva-
ture, and gure 5b is the result of the selection of the
crest lines after adding a constraint on their length.
This selection step can be performed interactively, i.e.
the user can choose to keep one or several crest lines
according to some constraints he has preliminarily de-
ned.
Figure 4: The extraction of all the zero-crossings
(a) (b)
Figure 5: The crest lines after applying a curvature-
based constraint (a) and adding a length-based con-
straint (b)
We then generate a new mesh which includes the
crest points, so that its edges will exactly coincide
with the crest line of the previous mesh. We force
the mesh generator to produce more facets around the
line than elsewhere, by specifying the average length
of the edges in all areas [1]. This both makes the mesh
be in agreement with the geometrical feature we have
extracted and be more accurate in the neighborhood
of this feature, since the level of renement will be
higher in this area. The new mesh is then optimized
with higher resolution images and a slighter degree
of smoothing than the rst one, and the whole pro-
cess is reapplied on that mesh. We iterate this whole
process several times, which little by little makes the
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crest line and the mesh converge and be consistent
with each other. This is in fact a multi-resolution ap-
proach where the resolution is the level of renement
of the mesh around the crest lines, associated with the
resolution of the stereo images. We use the informa-
tion extracted at one level of renement to guide the
reconstruction at the next level. This is also a crucial
point in the selection of the crest lines : according to
[17], thew most signicant features are the ones which
appear at the larger number of scales (or resolutions),
whereas their precise locations are given at the nest
resoltion. We apply this idea in the crest line detec-
tion : we keep the lines which appear at several scales
and reject the ones which only appear at ne scales,
since they are more probably due to noise.
We show in gure 6 and 7 the result of the optimiza-
tion with incorporating the crest line information. We
focused in this example on the main crest line in the
center of the surface. Let us notice that, in this case,
the extraction could be performed manually, since it
is easy for a user to outline the ridge. We compare
this result with the one obtained using only the mini-
mization of the stereo energy combined with the regu-
larization constraint (section 2),shown in gure 8. In
the latter case, both the mesh and the crest line are
very wrinkly and completely disconnected, whereas in
the former case the mesh and the crest line are more
in agreement with each other.
Figure 6: Optimization with crest line information :
the mesh
We have also run our algorithm on another terrain
example showing river beds (gures 9,10 and 11).
4.2 Using the curvature eld to constrain
the reconstruction
Sometimes, it is not straightforward to extract all
the crest lines we would like to. For instance, on the
face model shown in gure 12, we are able to easily
detect the orbits but the nose ridge is much harder
to retrieve, probably because the initial mesh and the
optimized are too noisy for the crest line extraction
algorithm to perform well in this area,as shown in g-
ure 16. In that case, we may want to use curvature
information which is more likely to be accurately com-
puted, since it uses dierential properties of order 2 of
Figure 7: Optimization with crest line information : a
shaded view with the crest line shown in black
Figure 8: Optimization without crest line informa-
tion : a shaded view with the crest line shown in black
the surface, which are less sensitive to noise than the
crest point information.Therefore, the maximum cur-
vature scalar eld is used to govern the remeshing of
the surface. Practically, we apply the following algo-
rithm :
 start from an initial mesh obtained by triangulat-
ing a depth map.
 optimize this regular mesh using a nite dierence
version of the algorithm of section 2.
Figure 9: Left (a) and right (b) images of river beds.
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Figure 10: The optimization incorporating crest line
information : the mesh
Figure 11: The optimization incorporating crest line
information : a shaded view of the reconstructed sur-
face consistent with the crest lines
 compute the maximum curvature eld on the
whole mesh.
 specify for each vertex a coecient linked to the
curvature value and governing the average length
of the edges of the facets containing this vertex
in the new mesh.
 generate a new mesh according to all these scalar
values.
 optimize the new mesh using a nite element im-
plementation of the algorithm of Section 2.
 restart the process with the result of the optimiza-
tion if we want to change the levels of renement.
Typically, we choose the scalar values governing the
lengths of the new edges to be inversely proportional
to the maximum curvature.
Let us notice that in this framework (like in the previ-
ous section), the mesh from which we compute the dif-
ferential information has to be rather reliable so that
the curvature information is meaningful. Otherwise,
we might need another source of information, such as
a manual specication of the crest line locations, or of
the high curvature areas, to guide the reconstruction.
We show in the following gures dierent results
obtained from a pair of images of a manufactured
face model (gure 12). Figures 13,14,15 show the
result of the optimization using stereo and regular-
ization constraints only, with two dierent degrees of
smoothing. A small amount of smoothing produces
a very wrinkly surface even in the at areas, whereas
a stronger smoothing eect tends to erase the sharp
areas on the orbits. Moreover, some large bumps also
appear on the forehead, and the mouth is not recov-
ered, proving that the stereo information is not im-
portant enough anymore. Figure 16 shows the best
(a) (b)
Figure 12: Left (a) and right (b) images of a face.
Figure 13: The reconstruction using stereo only (1)
crest line extraction we obtained on the face: the or-
bits are properly extracted, but we could not extract
the nose(probably because the reconstruction is too
noisy in this area). We thus have to rely on the cur-
vature information. We then show the reconstruction
using adaptive meshes guided by the curvature eld,
both before (gure 18) and after (gure 19) optimiza-
tion. The optimization smooths the result but still
conforms to the image data, whereas a simple gaus-
sian smoothing (gure 20) vaguely attens the surface
and does not preserve the nose shape for example (the
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Figure 14: The reconstruction using stereo only (2)
Figure 15: The reconstruction using stereo only (3)
with a high degree of smoothing
nose is too at). Finally, we show a front view of the
reconstructed face using adaptive meshes that can be
compared to gure 14.
5 Conclusion
We have presented two ways of guiding the recon-
struction of complex non-polyhedral surfaces with in-
Figure 16: Crest line extraction on the face
Figure 17: The reconstruction guided by dierential
information : the adaptive mesh
Figure 18: The reconstruction using adaptive mesh
before optimization : a shaded view
corporating dierential information in the optimiza-
tion of a triangulated mesh. Dierential information,
whether structural in case of crest lines, or represented
by a scalar eld, in case of the curvature information,
Figure 19: The reconstruction using adaptive mesh
after optimization : a shaded view
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Figure 20: The reconstruction using adaptive mesh
with no optimization but with gaussian smoothing : a
shaded view
Figure 21: A front view of the face after the optimiza-
tion of the adaptive mesh
is used to govern a mesh generation which is opti-
mized using stero and regularization constraints. This
method both increases the accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion around typical surface features and improves the
compactness of the representation of the surface. We
strongly believe that this can be a crucial step for reg-
istration, recognition or coding purposes.
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